Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about criminal border agents. Legal protections for people entering the US are unconscionably weak but those that exist should at least be enforced and those who endanger lives by unlawfully denying people entry should be prosecuted. Recently Senator Wyden visited the Paso Del Norte bridge between Juarez and El Paso where he documented CPB agent Loya attempting to endanger the life of a pregnant asylee and her fetus by unlawfully denying her entry and hence medical attention. This crime was committed so casually as to suggest a pattern of criminal behavior which should be investigated and stopped. Besides the direct injury this pattern has compounded the confusion among asylees regarding the law.

Please assure me that you will enforce asylee protections at the border.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the rule of law.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson